Natural Swimming Pools

INSPIRED BY NATURE...
BIOTEICH® was born of a dream: that science should serve the
interests of environmental protection and our well-being.
For more than 25 years and with the help of several highly
committed people, this ecological concept has become reality.
Today BIOTEICH® has consolidated its standing as European
leader by placing people and nature at the heart of its sustainable
research and development policy.
Offering relaxation, enchantment and respect for nature,
BIOTEICH® has invented a new way of life.
Our commitment: to act with future generations in mind.
Bernard Depoorter
Co-founder – Landscape Architect

AN ECOLOGICAL
ALTERNATIVE... TO TRADITIONAL
SWIMMING POOLS

BIOTEICH® is an innovative way of
reconciling comfort with the pleasure
of swimming in fresh water, all in a
beautiful setting.
The aquatic plants we have
speciﬁcally chosen recreate the
original balance of a natural lake,
treating the water and avoiding the
need for chemical products.

AWAKEN...

An attractive all-season water garden in which peace and quiet and the aromas of plants combine to give you an intense experience.

...your SENSES

Get away from the day-to-day stress in clear, crystalline water.

A place of absolute beauty bringing each person their idea of relaxation.

THE ABUSE OF ALCOHOL IS DANGEROUS FOR YOUR HEALTH. CONSUME IN MODERATION.

SHARED PLEASURE...

... ENCHANTMENT and RELAXATION

Dive into a pool of fresh water surrounded by plants and river stones heated by the sun’s rays, and drift off to the sound of the lapping water.

PURITY of LINES...

All our pool shapes are possible on any site, from the contemporary to the free.

CONTEMPORARY SHAPE

NATURAL SHAPE

…VARIETY of STYLES

FREE SHAPE

Together, using your ideas, let’s dream up the architecture of
your BIOTEICH® natural swimming pool in complete harmony
with your environment. Alongside you, we will combine all
the possibilities on offer from our selection of aquatic plants,
stones, wood species, etc.

…A PROJECT
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IMAGINE...

““My objective is to help you design a unique natural swimming pool so that your dream becomes reality.”
Othmar Marbacher - Landscape artist and designer of Natural Swimming Pools since 1996

... FOR TOMORROW
“ 1 ,2 ,3... Take the plunge ! ”

WORKING PRINCIPLE
Patented Swiss process
Bioteich® natural swimming pools work
according to the principle of regeneration,

Member of the federations for
the development of biological
swimming pools
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like natural lakes.
Comprising a system of vegetated ﬁlters
(regeneration pool and ﬁltration pool),
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natural swimming pools are treated without
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any chemical products or UV ﬁlter.
Basic principles: it is organic matter which alters
the quality of the water in a natural swimming pool.
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1 A pump ensures that the water circulates
permanently in a closed circuit to guarantee
continuous cleaning.
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Thanks to the Bioteich® system, the organic matter
is continuously eliminated in a process of natural
degradation. First, the organic matter present
in the water is mineralised. Next, the mineral
elements dissolved in the water ﬂow through the
various vegetated ﬁlters. Throughout the circuit,
the aquatic plants use these minerals to aid their
growth. At the end of the process, the water no
longer has any impurities. It is thus clear and limpid
all year long.

ANNE-CÉCILE MARIET
Biologist

2 The decantation column collects the organic
particles and orients them towards the ﬁltration
zone.
3 At this stage, the water is treated by the joint action of
the bacteria (mineralization of the organic matter) and
the aquatic plants (phytoextraction). At the outlet of the
swimming pool, the plants grow faster because the water
here contains more minerals.
4 Like the streams that feed mountain lakes, the water
becomes enriched in oxygen as it forms a waterfall. The
presence of large quantities of oxygen accelerates the
mineralization process.
5 The water is ﬁltered once again in the regeneration zone
and warms up in contact with the stones before entering the
swimming pool.
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6 The water in the pool is sucked out by the pump
via the bung at the bottom and starts up a new
cycle.

Practical / INFORMATION
INSTALLATION
The Bioteich® process allows you to adapt your
swimming pool to the size of your garden,
wherever you live. The surface area, depth and style
all depend on your personal wishes and tastes.

BUDGET
The cost of a natural swimming pool is comparable
to that of a traditional pool in the same category.
As each project is unique, it requires a personalised
study by one of our accredited partners.

WELL-BEING
You will enjoy an incomparable feeling of
well-being when you swim in fresh water without
any chemical products, as the water respects
sensitive skin (eczema, allergies) and does not
irritate the eyes.

HEATING
Irrespective of the region in which you live,
Bioteich® natural swimming pools are heated
naturally thanks to their regeneration zone with
stones which restore the heat they collect
(+/- 4 to 6°C) to the swimming water. A further
heating system (solar, heat pump, etc.) can also
be provided on request.

FAUNA AND FLORA
Growth in a biotope is inherent to the Bioteich®
process which naturally favours the local plant
and animal life. A speciﬁc range of plants is used
according to your geographical location.
Fish (such as carp or koi) are to be avoided as they
tend to multiply uncontrollably and add excessive
organic mass to the swimming water.
Mosquitoes tend to spread around stagnant water.
This does not happen with natural swimming pools
as the water circulates permanently.

The presence of ﬁlamentous algae contributes to
the oxygenation and biological balance of a natural
swimming pool. Their possible spread is normal and
in line with the Bioteich® process.

STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
• Safety
In France, law N° 2003-9 of 3 January 2003 on
swimming pool safety and decrees 2003-1389 and
2004-499 apply to natural swimming pools.
NB: nothing can replace the active supervision of
children.
• Works authorisation
In France, construction of a natural swimming pool
is conditional upon a “declaration of works”.

MAINTENANCE
A natural swimming pool requires maintenance
in the same way as a traditional pool (regular
cleaning of the basin) or a garden (pruning of
plants). But no chemical products are to be used!

CUSTOMISATION
There are many options on offer allowing you
to customise your natural swimming pool: backeddies, heating, balneotherapy, lighting, wooden
ladders, pontoons, etc.

MOREOVER...
• You can use your Bioteich® natural
swimming pool in all seasons if you
already have a sauna or a “hot tube”.
• Bioteich® is more than just a swimming
pool: even if you do not bathe all year
round, it serves as a decorative water
garden whatever the season.
• Construction of a Bioteich® natural
swimming pool is also an ecological
undertaking and a responsible action
for the future of our planet.

PUBLIC BATHS
Conception : Green Concept®

OUR EXPERTISE
A project for EVERYONE

CAMPSITES

RENOVATIONS

MAIN RESIDENCES AND
HOLIDAY HOMES

Conception : Green Concept®

Conception : Green Concept®

On the strength of its vast experience, BIOTEICH® places its expertise at your service.

GITES AND GUEST HOUSES

CONDOMINIUMS

HOTELS

Each of our creations includes
an emotional input.

www.bioteich.com
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A network of professionals close to your home

